Carbon-Bridged Oligo(phenylene vinylene)s: A de Novo Designed, Flat, Rigid, and Stable π-Conjugated System.
The modern history of conducting organic systems started with a fortuitous error in 1967 on acetylene polymerization, followed by a rational discovery in 1976 on the effects of doping that generates a polaron and, hence, dramatically increases conductivity. Not unexpectedly, however, the prototypical polyacetylene suffers many problems, including C-C single bond rotation, short effective conjugation length, radiationless deactivation, and instability of the polarons. Several strategies have been put in place to solve these problems. An early approach relied on partial rigidification of the polyene structure by conversion into polymers with thiophene, pyrrole, and benzene linkages. An oligo(phenylene vinylene) (OPV) is an all-carbon analogue of polyacetylene, where every other diene unit in the polyene chain is converted to a benzene unit, still leaving many C-C single bonds freely rotating in the molecule. We considered adding additional carbon bridges to rigidify the OPV skeleton entirely to create a carbon-bridged OPV (COPV). Making such a compound was an obvious challenge. This Account describes the authors' efforts to design and synthesize a series of COPV molecules, where the benzene rings in OPV are bridged by sp3 carbon atoms to form a bicyclo[3.3.0]octatriene framework bearing a tetrasubstituted olefin at the ring fusion. This olefinic bond is so strained that it resists further deformation or conversion to sp3 centers, and hence, it is chemically stable despite the strain. The sp3 carbon bridges can bear organic side chains that hinder intermolecular interactions, rendering the excited states stable and long-lived even in the solid state. They also increase solubility, a common problem among rigid molecular systems. With these structural features, the COPV molecules were found to be well behaved both at a single-molecule level and as a bulk material. We reported in 2009 a method for the synthesis of COPVs and have, since then, reported their structures and physicochemical properties, including basic photophysical properties of neutral and charged derivatives, thermal and photostability, and fast electron transfer. These properties have rendered the COPV molecules useful for electronic and photonic research, for example, lasers, solar cells, and molecular wire applications. Noteworthy discoveries in the area connecting chemistry and physics include inelastic tunneling and long-range resonance tunneling at ambient temperature, which were previously observed only for organic molecular wires placed under cryogenic conditions. Given the ready availability of the COPV skeleton bearing a wide variety of substituents, this class of molecules will serve as versatile building blocks for fundamental and applied research on physicochemical and materials chemistry.